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Cause Mapping is a Root Cause Analysis method that captures basic 
cause-and-effect relationships supported with evidence.
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What's the 
Problem?

Why did it 
happen?

What will be 
done?
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Problem Solving • Incident Investigation • Root Cause Analysis

open champagne this way to prevent injury & embarrassment

"Every year, the combination of warm bottles of champagne or sparkling wines with careless cork 
removal technique results in serious eye injuries.  Even at low champagne temperature, the velocity of 
the cork popping is high - close to 40 km per hour (24 mph).  That may really hurt if it hits the eye, so take 
care if you decide to pop the cork with a bang."

- Professor Gérard Liger-Belair, from Université de Reims Champagne-Ardenne

Cause Map

2 Analysis

3 Solutions

For a free copy of our Root Cause Analysis Template in Microsoft 
Excel, used to create this page, visit our web site.
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Investigate Problems. Prevent Problems.

What Problem(s) Risks from improperly opening champagne

When Date Proactive

Different, unusual, unique ?

Where Facility, site Anywhere

Task being performed Opening champagne bottle

Impact to the Goals
Safety Risk of injury to self, others

Reputation Family, friends, date not impressed

Property/ Equipment Loss of champagne

Labor/ Time Clean up required

Frequency 900,000 injured each year by champagne

Pull tab to tear
foil

Remove (peel)
foil from top of 

bottle

Twist wire tab/ 
key to loosen 

wire cage

Remove wire 
cage from bottle

Point bottle neck 
at 45° and away 

from people/ 
objects

Hold thumb 
firmly over cork

Wrap clean 
kitchen towel 
over cork & 

neck

Hold cork (and 
towel over it) 

with one hand

With other 
hand, gently & 

slowly twist 
bottom of bottle

Continue
twisting until 

cork free from 
bottle

Tilt champagne 
flute

Stage bottle,
glasses and a 
kitchen towel

NO

YES

Is there a pull 
tab on the foil ?

Use knife to cut 
through foil

Pour
champagne 

down the side 
of the flute

Serve & enjoy

Cool 
champagne
(aim for 39°F 

or 4°C)

Significantly before event Immediately before pouring (take care not to shake the bottle!)

NO

YES Did you skip our 
instructions and just hit 

yourself in the eye?

Good for you -
you deserve to 

celebrate!

No champagne 
for you - head 
directly to the 

ER*

*The good news is, they can probably fix it
(if you go see a doctor right away)

Put down the corkscrew!

Driving ?

NO

YES
Make sure you 
sober up before 

taking the 
keys*

*For a 150-lb person, that would be 
about 1 hour for every 5 ounces

Risk of injury to 
self, others

Safety Goal 
Impacted

Family, friends, 
date not

impressed

Reputation 
Goal Impacted

Property/ 
Equipment 

Goal Impacted

Clean up 
required

Labor/ Time 
Goal Impacted

Struck by flying  
cork

Cork released 
from 

champagne 
bottle

Trajectory of 
cork not 

controlled

AND

Champagne not 
opened 
properly

Spill of 
champagne

Inadequate 
procedure ?

Loss of 
champagne

Potential for 
slipping

AND

Evidence: 8% of 
champagne injuries 
due to cork hitting 
face

Champagne
bottle opened

Bottle contains 
significant
pressure

Evidence: As high 
as 90 pounds per 
square inch

AND

Champagne 
Bottle Opening 

Process

Process Map


